FAQ
What is “Conspirate” quest?
It is a quest through city – latest entertainment in your city. It will be suitable for any kind of
parties (bachelor parties, birthdays, holidays, corporate party etc.) or will just cheer up the
evening for a small company. Participants of quest during few hours will solve riddles in the
city center, and also perform interesting tasks simultaneously. Tasks will be sent to the
smartphone.
How do the quest starts?
The quest begins by clicking on initialization link previously sended on your mail. Keep the
e-mail with the initialization link till the end of the game! When you are clicking the
initialization link you have to be present at the location which you are received via e-mail
(topic: “Conspirate confirmation e-mail”). If you begin the quest in other part of the city, you
may not have enough time to complete the quest.
What is necessary to complete the quest?
Quest participants must be at least 18 years old in case it consists alcoholic entertainment. If
you don’t see mark 18+ you can participate from 10+. Registration must take place no later
than 24 hours before starting the game. Smartphone with internet connection (team should
have several devices in case of battery discharge).
What to do if battery dies?
If during the game you suddenly discharge your phone (or any other mobile device from
which you play), you can just log in to the quest from other device and continue a game from
where you stopped.
For this you only need to go to your e-mail and continue the game by clicking on
initialization link previously sended on your mail.
What to do if cannot solve the puzzle?
If you can't solve a puzzle, use hints. Hints will automatically appear on your mobile device
with a certain interval. Depending on a riddle the number of hints can change.
How long it will take to do the city quest?
Passing time is different in each case as everything depends on the speed of solving the
puzzles, and how quick you can find certain locations. And also you shouldn't forget that first
of all you gathered to have fun and hurry the end of a quest isn't necessary.
However, minimum time of passing of quest is about 2 hours.

